Wavelength division multiplexer based on cavity-resonator-integrated guided-mode resonance filters for a compact multi-wavelength light source.
Cavity-resonator-integrated guided-mode resonance filters (CRIGF) consisting of a grating coupler in a waveguide resonator formed by two distributed Bragg reflectors of different reflectances can act as a wavelength-selective reflector and an input waveguide coupler for an incident free-space wave. Integration of CRIGFs in a waveguide is proposed to give an array of external mirrors and a wavelength division multiplexer for constructing a compact multi-wavelength light source. Four CRIGFs of 10-μm-size aperture with a wavelength spacing of 15 nm were designed and fabricated. The reflectance of 62% and output efficiency of higher than 18% were theoretically predicted. Multiplexing of four wavelengths was confirmed experimentally.